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**Editions of this work**

*partitions (1)*

→ **Shorter choral works without orchestra**

Material description: 1 partition (XX-141 p.) : couv. ill., fac-sim. ; 32 cm

Note: Note : Réunit : "A litany" (version 1) ; "A litany" (version 2) ; "A litany" (version 3) ; "Make we joy now in this fest" ; "Set me as a seal upon thine heart" ; "Where does the uttered Music go ?" ; "Put off the serpent girdle" ; "What cheer ?" ; "The Twelve" ; "Missa brevis" ; "All this time" ; "Jubilate Deo" ; "Cantico del Sole" ; "Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis" ; "Antiphon" ; "King Herod and the cock". - Ed. des textes. - Préface et commentaire critique

Éditeur scientifique: Timothy Brown
Link: catalogue

**Pages in data.bnf.fr**

**Related authors**

Authors related to A litany. Voix mixtes (4). 3e version

**This page in data.bnf.fr lab**

A litany. Voix mixtes (4). 3e version in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb148085112

Sources

Shorter choral works without orchestra / William Walton, ed. by Timothy Brown, cop. 1999